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Abstract

Theories of value development often identify adolescence as the period for value formation, and cultural and familial factors as the sources for value priorities. However, recent research suggests that value priorities can be observed as early as in middle childhood, and several studies, including one on preadolescents (Knafo & Spinath, 2011), have suggested a genetic contribution to individual differences in values. In the current study, 174 pairs of monozygotic and dizygotic 7-year old Israeli twins completed the Picture-Based Value Survey for Children (PBVS–C; Döring et al., 2010). We replicated basic patterns of relations between value priorities and variables of socialisation – gender, religiosity, and socioeconomic status– that have been found in studies with adults. Most important, values of Self-transcendence, Self-enhancement, and Conservation, were found to be significantly affected by genetic factors (29%, 47% and 31% respectively), as well as non-shared environment (71%, 53% and 69% respectively). Openness to change values, in contrast, were found to be unaffected by genetic factors at this age and were influenced by shared (19%) and non-shared (81%) environment. These findings support the recent view that values are formed at earlier ages than had been assumed previously, and they further our understanding of the genetic and environmental factors involved in value formation at young ages.
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Values, the abstract goals used to guide behaviors and to evaluate actions, persons, and the self (Schwartz, 1992), are a core component of culture (Hofstede, 2001). The centrality of values to societies means that shaping children’s values and transmitting value priorities, from one generation to the next are key issues across societies. Value socialization is an ongoing process that takes place in the environment the child encounters, be it in the family, in kindergarten, in school, or in interactions with significant adults and peers.

Values guide behavior and attitudes towards the world and society (e.g., Bardi & Schwartz, 2003; Knafo, Daniel, & Khoury-Kassabri, 2008; Vecchione, Döring, Marsicano, Alessandri, & Bardi, in press), yet little is known about how values develop and how value priorities (i.e., the importance a person may attach to one value or the other) are established. Although there is important research on moral conceptions in childhood (e.g., Nucci, 1982), research typically ignores individuals' values before adolescence (or refers to some normative behaviors as values), because of a theoretical assumption that values are formed mainly in adolescence, and because until recently (Döring, Blauensteiner, Aryus, Drögekamp, & Bilsky, 2010), no good child scale for assessing values existed. The number of studies conducted on children's values is small, and these studies focused mainly on preadolescence (around age 10 and over) (e.g., Bilsky et al., 2013; Cieciuch, Döring, & Harasimczuk, 2012; Döring et al., 2010; Knafo & Spinath, 2011; Döring et al., 2014). Thus, there is little knowledge about which values children hold, and what the sources for individual differences in children's values are.

Most research on the development and cross-generational continuity of values have focused on the influences of environmental factors such as experience, life events, and exposure to stimuli and situations (see Bardi & Goodwin, 2011 for an overview) and value priorities have been specifically associated with certain personal attributes such as belonging to a gender (social categorization, Schwartz & Rubel, 2005), religiosity (Schwartz & Huismans, 1995), or social class...
(Wright & Wright, 1976). Yet, values could also be transmitted from parents to children through genes, and that has been largely overlooked (Knafo & Spinath, 2011).

In the current paper we investigate the genetic and environmental contributions to value priorities of 7-year-olds. We aimed to shed light on the genetic contribution to value priorities as well as to expand the age focus that has been covered by previous research to include a unique time in a children’s social development when they enter the school system, becoming exposed to a host of new socialization agents, including teachers and peers.

Development of Values

Despite traditional developmental theories suggesting that children are unable to hold and express abstract beliefs about the social world such as values (Marini & Case, 1994), recent advances in developmental research and new theories indicate that young children can understand social norms and behavioral standards earlier than previously thought (Thompson, Meyer, & McGinley, 2006). This change in perspective, as well as recent advances in measurement (Döring, et al., 2010) opened up the possibility to investigate children’s values; and how they might differ from or be similar to adult values.

The few studies that examined values in children (e.g., Bilsky et al., 2013; Döring, et al., 2010, 2014; Knafo & Spinath, 2011) found that value structure at this age is similar to that found in adults, albeit less fine grained. The average age in these studies ranged from 9 to 11, however, so further research is needed with even younger ages to provide insight into the development of value structure and value priorities.

The Structure of Values

We draw on the conceptualization and operationalization provided by Schwartz’s (1992) comprehensive, and widely used (e.g., Boehnke, 2001; Verplanken & Holland, 2002) account of value priorities and structure. Schwartz (1992) described the value system as composed of ten values, each expressing a specific motivational goal. Actions taken in the pursuit of a certain value carry social and psychological consequences that might be in conflict or may be compatible with
the pursuit of other values. The total pattern of conflicts and compatibilities among value priorities yields a circular structure of values, wherein motivationally compatible values are located close to one another and motivationally incompatible values opposed to one another (see Figure 1).

The ten values can be arranged along two axes into a higher order structure, resulting in two orthogonal dimensions: Self-enhancement (combining power and achievement values) versus Self-transcendence (universalism and benevolence values) and Openness to change (stimulation and self-direction) versus Conservatism (tradition, security, and conformity values). Hedonism values share aspects of both Openness to change and Self-enhancement (Schwartz, 1992). Both the distinctiveness of the ten values and their theoretical structure have been verified (e.g., Struch, Schwartz, & van der Kloot, 2002).

Notably, individuals differ in the priorities they assign to each value. Where do individual differences in values come from? Research has typically focused on either demographic attributes or on family influences. More recently, genetics has been proposed to influence individual variability in values (Knafo & Schwartz, 2009). We conducted the current research with the hypothesis that both environmental and genetic factors are associated with individual differences in value priorities. In the next section we review empirical findings regarding individual characteristics, and then move on to describe research on genetic influences.

Individual Characteristics and Values

The contribution of the social context to values has been established in adult and adolescent samples (Kohn & Schooler, 1983; Saroglou, Delpierre, & Dernelle, 2004; Schwartz & Rubel, 2005). Here we focus on three main demographic characteristics: gender, socioeconomic status and religiosity.

Gender is one of the most basic social categories, and is associated with different values. A study (Schwartz & Rubel, 2005) that re-analyzed data from 127 samples from 70 different countries to examine gender effects across cultures found that women ranked Self-transcendence values higher than men, whereas men ranked Self-enhancement values higher than women. Smaller effects
were found favoring women for Conservation values (with the exception of conformity) and men for Openness to change values. These adult gender differences, though small, were consistent across a wide range of countries and cultures (Longest, Hitlin & Vaisey, 2013; Schwartz & Rubel-Lifschitz, 2009; Schwartz & Rubel, 2005). Similar findings regarding Self-transcendence and Self-enhancement values were reported for adolescents (Knafo & Schwartz, 2004b). Importantly, in three of the few studies to examine values in children, this pattern of gender differences was replicated (Bilsky et al., 2013; Döring et al., in press; Knafo & Spinath, 2011). Children are aware of their gender and the norms associated with gender by age seven (reviewed in Martin, Ruble, & Szekrybalo, 2002) and therefore we would expect to find the gender-related differentiation of values that is observed in older children and in adults.

*Socioeconomic status (SES).* Income, education level, and occupation all determine the relative social standing of an individual or a family. People who engage in middle-class occupations that entail higher education levels tend to give higher importance to self-direction and openness to new experiences and knowledge, whereas working-class occupations are associated with more conformist views (Kohn, 1989). There is some evidence from classic studies to support the view that social class influences values (Wright & Wright, 1976). Importantly, socioeconomic status and parental (especially maternal) education levels and occupation are associated with children’s values, and specifically with values on the Conservation to Openness to change axis (Cashmore & Goodnow, 1986). Additionally, parents' socioeconomic status is related to the values they emphasize when socializing their children. In a recent study of a large group of adolescents, parental education was associated with values most emphasized by parents, as reported by adolescents. Importantly, the values parents emphasized were associated with adolescents’ own values (Wray-Lake, Flanagan, Benavides, & Shubert, 2013). More recently, the association between education and values was further supported in an extremely large data set with over 26,000 participants from 20 European countries (the European Social Survey; ESS). In this study education was associated with higher Openness to change (except for hedonism which correlated negatively).
and Self-transcendence, and with lower Conservation and achievement (but is not correlated with power) (Longest, Hitlin & Vaisey, 2013).

Religiosity. Religions hold certain values as more important than others and are often a vessel for disseminating specific values among followers (Schwartz & Huismans, 1995). As in much previous research on religiosity and values, here we refer to religiosity as self-definition, and not as spirituality or as a specific value. A meta-analysis of studies conducted in 15 different countries and involving the three main monotheistic religions (Christianity, Judaism and Islam) examined the association between values and religiosity (Saroglou, et al., 2004). In these three religions religiosity can be said to involve a sense of belonging to a religious community and participation in religious activities. The meta-analysis concluded that religious people consider values of Conservation as more important and values of Openness to change as less important. Religiosity was also associated, although weakly, with higher benevolence (part of Self-transcendence) and lower Self-enhancement values, as well as lower universalism (although the last effect was very small and associated with specific countries). In the large study of adults across Europe described above, religious participation was again negatively associated with Openness to change and Self-enhancement values, and positively associated with Conservation as well as benevolence (Longest, Hitlin & Vaisey, 2013). Only one study, to our knowledge, examined the association between values and religiosity in a group of 9-12 year olds. The study defined religiosity more broadly than religious participation, as a combination of the importance given to God in one’s life, and the frequency of individual and family prayer. The results of this study resembled findings in adults whereby tradition (part of Conservation) was positively associated with religiosity, whereas hedonism and self-direction (part of Openness to change) were negatively associated with religiosity (Saroglou, 2012). These findings raise an interesting question: Are people drawn into religion due to their values, or does being part of a religion promote certain values in participating individuals (Schwartz, 2012)? This question may be at least partially
answered in the current study, as the extent to which young children practice religion is usually determined by their parents.

**Genetic and Environmental Influences on Values**

Supported by most grand theories of psychology, much theory and research has started from the assumption that family socialization is a key factor in the development of values (e.g., Grusec & Goodnow, 1994; Knafo & Schwartz, 2001; Maccoby, 1992). Many studies have shown that children tend to have values similar to those of their parents (Knafo & Schwartz, 2009; Ranieri & Barni, 2012; Schönpflug, 2001; Steca, et al., 2012). The resemblance between parents and children might be due to environmental (i.e. demographic) factors (such as the above described demographic variables and more, e.g. parental income level, exposure to similar environments), but also to the genetic similarity between parents and children. Unfortunately, the possibility that parent-child value resemblance results at least partially from genetic similarity between parents and children has been largely ignored (discussed in Knafo & Schwartz, 2009). However, there are good reasons to hypothesize that values are partially heritable, as they represent the different organismic needs of the person. For example, variation in stimulation values may represent biologically-based temperamental variations in need for excitement and arousal (Schwartz, 1992). Temperamental differences, in turn, are substantially heritable (Plomin, DeFries, McClearn, & McGuffin, 2008).

Most studies that estimate heritability employ the classic twin design to differentiate between the effects of genetic factors (A), and the effects of the environment, which is in turn divided into shared environment (SE or C) and non-shared environment and error (NSE or E). In this design, monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twins reared together are assumed to share their environment (SE; e.g., family, neighborhood) to similar degrees. They do differ in their genetic relatedness, as MZ twins share their genetic sequence, while DZ twins only share on average 50% of the genetic variability (A) (Plomin, et al., 2008). Thus, this design allows estimating the degree to which individual differences are explained by both genetic and environmental factors.
In the case of values, the empirical evidence is scarce, with all but one study (Knafo & Spinath, 2011) based on adolescents (Button, Stallings, Rhee, Corley, & Hewitt, 2011) or adults (e.g., Schermer, Feather, Zhu, & Martin, 2008; Waller, Kojetin, Bouchard, Lykken, & Tellegen, 1990). All studies found a genetic contribution to individual differences in values (accounting for 11% to 68% of the variance, with achievement values in Schermer et al., 2008, as an exception). The rest of the variance was explained by the environment. Importantly, these studies demonstrate that the relative contribution of genetics and the SE can vary across values.

An additional level of complexity stems from the findings that heritability and SE effects can also change with age (e.g., Haworth et al., 2009; Knafo & Plomin, 2006). Indeed, the only genetically-informative study that examined longitudinally the development of values found that the heritability of religious values increased from 29% to 41% and a large SE effect of 44% in adolescence slightly dropped to 37% in young adulthood (Button et al., 2011). These changes in the genetic and environmental effects on values in adolescence suggest that these effects might be different in childhood than those reported at later ages and in adulthood. The only study to examine heritability of values in childhood (7-11 years old) found moderate heritabilities (28-55%) for the two Schwartz (1992) value dimensions, with NSE accounting for the remaining variance (Knafo & Spinath, 2011). As SE effects tend to be larger at younger ages, it is possible that in younger samples different results would emerge. Taken together, this means that to fully understand the role that genetics and environment play in values, it is important to study children who are younger than those studied previously.

The current study

As described above, only few studies have investigated children’s values, but these studies suggest that children have a relatively clear understanding of values and structure them similarly to adults. We aimed to capitalize on the recent introduction of an age-appropriate measure, the PBVS-C, to extend these findings in a younger group of children (7 year olds); to examine whether
children’s values resemble those of adults in how they are associated with other variables; and to examine the relative effects of genetic and environmental factors on children’s values.

Based on the literature reviewed above, we hypothesized that (1a) as with older samples, Self-enhancement and Self-transcendence would be differentially valued by boys and girls, with the former valued more strongly by boys, and the latter by girls; (1b) a family’s religious status would be associated with children's values, with the importance of Conservation higher, and of Openness to change lower, for children raised in more religious settings; (1c) mothers’ level of education, would be positively associated with children's Openness to change values, and negatively associated with their Conservation values.

In addition, we aimed to parse out the effects of genes and environment on children’s values. Based on adult and adolescent research, we expected both genetic and environmental contribution to children's values. However, we note that this is the youngest sample to date to be tested on the heritability of values. We hypothesized that (2a) individual differences in children's values would be partially explained by genetic factors; (2b) environmental contributions, both shared and non-shared, would be found with regards to values. To test our hypothesis, we studied the values of 7-year-old twin children. Addressing a broad set of values enabled us to see whether genetic and environmental influences were similar for the different values.

**Methods**

**Participants**

348 children (62 MZ pairs and 112 same-sex DZ pairs), 7 years old (90.05±3.87 months), all Jewish, who were part of the Longitudinal Israeli Study of Twins (LIST, Avinun & Knafo, 2013) participated. Families were invited to the lab where children were observed performing a variety of tasks. Each child was evaluated separately from his or her twin to avoid any bias effects.

**Values Measure**

The Picture-Based Value Survey for Children (Döring, et al., 2010) was specifically designed to study values in childhood. The original German titles were adapted to Hebrew,
following a translation-back-translation procedure (Brislin, 1980): One bilingual translated from German to Hebrew, and a different bilingual who had not seen the original titles translated the Hebrew titles back to German. A comparison of original and back-translated titles did not yield significant difference, showing that the titles’ value-expressive meaning was preserved. With regards to the pictures, few elements were changed, in order to adapt them to children’s life in Israel. For example, the cross on the first aid kit was replaced by a Star of David (see Figure 2; ‘to help others’).

The experimenter invited the child “to take an imaginary journey through things that are important to your life, your goals and how you would like to be in the future”. Then children were shown 20 cartoon-like pictures (two for each value type), printed on removable stickers. Each cartoon depicts the same protagonist, performing a value-relevant action, accompanied by a brief caption (Figure 2). An experimenter presented the child with all of the pictures and read each caption out loud. Children were then asked to sort the items according to five levels of importance they ascribe to the values. This allows for two items to be ranked as ‘Very important’, two as ‘Not at all important’, then four items are ranked as ‘Important’ and four items ranked as ‘Not important’. The remaining 8 items are ranked in the intermediate level. Thus, each item received a score on a scale of 1 (Not at all important) to 5 (Very important). Previous research (e.g., Döring, et al., 2010) has already established the validity, reliability and suitability of the PBVS-C for middle childhood, and its cross-cultural appropriateness, by showing that the value structure that emerges when using the PBVS-C resembles that of adults, i.e., values that belong to the same higher order value type appear close to each other and the higher order value types form distinct regions. Importantly, Cieciuch et al. (2012) have shown convergence between value priorities when measured by the PBVS-C and the more established Portrait Values Questionnaire (PVQ), thus further supporting the validity of the PBVS-C.

Demographic Data
Mothers were asked to report their children’s gender, as well as their own years of education, and the family’s level of religiosity according to commonly accepted categories of religiosity in Israel (1-ultra-orthodox, 2-religious, 3-traditional, 4-secular, 5-other). People who define themselves as either ultra-orthodox or religious are observant and regularly practice Judaism. Those who define themselves as traditional celebrate Jewish holidays and feel close to religion, usually as a family tradition (and hence the name), but do not actively participate daily in religious life. Those who define themselves as secular do not participate regularly in religious practices. Following previous research, family religiosity was then coded as 1=religious (either ultra-orthodox or religious) and 0=non-religious (either traditional or secular, Saroglou, et al., 2004). In our sample, 44% were religious, 54% were non-religious, and 2% did not answer the question or used the ‘other’ category.

Zygosity

Zygosity was assessed using DNA data (available for 70% of the participants). For participants without DNA data, zygosity was determined based on a parent questionnaire of physical similarity (Price et al., 2000). In the current sample, the questionnaire was in 95% agreement with the DNA results (for those participants who had DNA data).

Results

Children’s Value Structure

Because the current sample is one of the youngest to have used the PBVS-C, we first made sure that children’s structure of values corresponds to Schwartz’s (1992) prototypical model. For this purpose, we employed theory-based Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) – the procedure that was used in all studies with children (see Döring et al., 2010) and in recent studies with adults (e.g., Schwartz et al., 2012). The MDS represents each value item as a point in a two-dimensional space. The distances between each two items represents the correlation between them: The higher the correlation, the closer together the two items are located. The theory-based MDS lets every item start from its ideal location in Schwartz’s (1992) model, which helps avoid local minima (see Borg
& Groenen, 2005 for details and Döring et al., 2010 for application to data collected with the PBVS-C). The value structure in Figure 3 closely follows Schwartz’ (1992) prototypical model and shows distinct regions for the four higher-order value types. Furthermore, there is a high degree of differentiation within higher-order value types, and the arrangements of regions for the ten value types perfectly matches their ordering around the circle in Schwartz’s (1992) model (see Figure 1). That means that the value structure at age 7 reflects the motivational compatibilities and incompatibilities between values in the same way as was found in numerous adult and adolescent samples. In order to assess the fit between the pattern of intercorrelations and their representation in space, we inspected Stress 1 (see Borg & Groenen, 2005). Stress 1 can take values between 0 and 1; the lower the value, the better the fit. The fit for the configuration in Figure 3 is .208, which indicates a good fit and is considerably lower than the stress for random data (which would be .300 for 20 points to be represented in a two-dimensional space, see Spence & Ogilvie, 1973). Based on these findings, from here on, we used the four higher order values as our dependent measures, calculated as the mean score of all items belonging to them. They form the two main value dimensions of Openness to change (self-direction, stimulation, and hedonism) versus Conservation (conformity and security), and Self-enhancement (achievement and power) versus Self-transcendence (benevolence and universalism). Thus, the main finding of Figure 3 is that even at this young age children’s values form a meaningful structure resembling Schwartz’s (1992) theoretical and empirical structure.

Relationships Between Value Priorities and Individual Characteristics

To examine our first set of hypotheses we used a Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) model, which controls for the non-independence between two twins from the same family. Examination of association between gender and each of the four higher-order values supported our first hypothesis (1a). As can be seen in Table 1, boys valued Self-enhancement more than girls ($\chi^2=17.44, p < .001$), whereas girls valued Self-transcendence more than boys ($\chi^2=29.01, p<.001$), and no gender effect was observed for Conservation or Openness to change.
Results for religiosity reflected those found in adults, and supported our second hypothesis that Conservation was valued more by children from religious families (p<.001), and Openness to change was valued more by children from non-religious families. Self-enhancement and Self-transcendence values did not differ between religious and non-religious families (see Table 1). Mothers’ education level, as a proxy of socioeconomic status, was positively associated with Openness to Change, though not with any of the other values (see Table 1), meaning that our third hypothesis was partially supported.

**Genetic and Environmental Effects on Values**

Table 2 presents the number of MZ and DZ twins that were included in this analysis. Table 3 shows MZ and DZ correlations for the four higher-order values. Twins, tested separately by different experimenters, showed positive correlations in all values. For all values, except Openness-to-change, MZ correlations are higher, suggesting that at least part of the individual differences in these values is associated with genetic factors. To test this, we conducted an analysis, using the Mx (Neale, Boker, Xie, & Maes, 1999) and OpenMx (Boker et al., 2011) Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) software packages. These software packages are specifically designed to analyze data from twin studies, estimating the relative contribution of additive genetic (A), shared-environment (SE) and non-shared environment and error (NSE) effects on individual differences in children’s values.

The values Self-enhancement, Self-transcendence and Conservation were all best explained by a model that included genetic and non-shared environment effects (see details in Table 3). For Self-enhancement, SE could be dropped from the model without affecting model fit ($\chi^2_{(1)}$diff =.33, p>.05), therefore the more parsimonious model was selected (AE) with genetic effects estimated at 47% and NSE estimated at 53%. Similarly, for Self-transcendence, SE was estimated at 0% and was therefore dropped from the model without affecting model fit ($\chi^2_{(1)}$diff =.0) or the point estimates of genetic and NSE effects. Conservation was again first assessed using the complete ACE model, and again, SE was estimated at 0% and was therefore dropped from the model without affecting model-fit ($\chi^2_{(1)}$diff =.0) or the point estimates of genetic and NSE effects.
A different pattern emerged for Openness to Change. The complete ACE model was first estimated, whereby genetic effects (A) were estimated at 0%. Therefore, A was dropped from the model without affecting model fit ($\chi^2_{(1)\text{diff}} = .0$) or the point estimates of genetic and NSE effects (a model containing NSE only did not fit the data; $\chi^2_{(2)\text{diff}} = .036$). A model in which no genetic effects were found, whereas individual differences were accounted for by both shared and non-shared environmental effects was therefore most suitable for Openness to change values.

**Discussion**

Until very recently, values have been largely considered as later-developing behavioral goals that younger children cannot hold or understand. The structure of the values, and especially the structure of the four higher order values that emerged here, is similar to that observed in adults (Schwartz, 1992), suggesting that children at this early age do understand and attach meaning to values in a manner similar to that of adults. Similarly, overlaps in the association between values and gender, sociocoeconomic status, and religiosity all suggest that children's values have a lot in common with adults' values.

We found that even 7-year-old boys and girls rated differently the values for which gender differences exist in adulthood –Self-transcendence and Self-enhancement – with girls scoring higher on the former and lower on the latter than boys. On the other hand, no difference between boys and girls was observed for Openness to change and Conservation, again, similar to adults, for whom gender differences are weaker on these values. \ Gender identity (the ability to recognize oneself and others as ‘boy’ or ‘girl’) is formed during early childhood (Martin, Ruble, & Szkrybalo, 2002). At a later stage children become aware that gender is not only a label, but is associated with norms regarding behavior and attitudes (Frable, 1997). The current finding may mean that 7-year-old children have generalized gender norms to include values, or social norms, and moreover, children have internalized these norms, much in the same way as adults (of course an effect of the biological sex cannot be ruled out). Apart from having a direct effect on values as well as related behaviors, gender may also moderate the association between them. A recent study by Benish-
Weisman and McDonald (2015) also found that for adolescent girls, unlike boys, there was no
association between Self-enhancement and Openness to change values and aggressive behaviors (as
measured by peer-nominations). Taken together, these findings emphasize the complex nature of
gender differences.

Girls and boys are exposed from a very young age to gender stereotypes in the family and in
child-care settings, and are exposed to different demands regarding prosocial and aggressive
behavior (Chick, Heilman-Houser, & Hunter, 2002). Children soon adapt behaviors and views that
are associated with their gender roles, and these views of right and wrong, what is acceptable and
what is not, influence the way they grow up to see the world, what values they adopt and how they
behave. Indeed, physical aggression, for example, tends to be higher for boys (Zimmer-Gembeck,
Geiger, & Crick, 2005, and is positively associated with the Self-enhancement value of power
(Knafo, Daniel, & Khoury-Kassabri, 2008). Similarly, prosocial behavior tends to be higher for
girls (Zimmer-Gembeck, Geiger, & Crick, 2005) and is associated with the Self-transcendence
value of benevolence (reviewed in Schwartz, 2010). This suggest a complex relationship
throughout early development between internalizing gender roles, shaping one’s view of what is
most important, and acting in the world. Because gender roles are already established to some
extent in early childhood (Martin, Ruble, & Szkrybalo, 2002), it is plausible that value priorities
development is influenced by already established gender roles. Future research on younger children
would benefit from studying at what age value priorities become influenced by gender and whether
the process by which this comes about is similar to or different from other social norms associated
with gender.

Socioeconomic status, as indexed by maternal education, was associated with higher
Openness to change, in line with findings from adults (Cashmore & Goodnow, 1986). The current
findings differed with respect to Conservation and possibly Self-transcendence, which were
expected to be negatively associated with maternal education (Longest, Hitlin & Vaisey, 2013), but
were not associated with maternal education at all. This finding means that although children's
values are similar to those of adults, they are not the same, and further processes (e.g., influence of socioeconomic status on Conservation) are likely to take place in later ages.

In the case of religiosity, we found that, as expected, children from religious families valued Conservation more and Openness to change less than children from non-religious families. These findings entirely replicate findings from adult Christian, Muslim, and Jewish samples (Longest, Hitlin & Vaisey, 2013; Saroglou, et al., 2004), suggesting that religion has a conduit role in transmitting Openness to change-Conservation values from parents to children. This effect of parents may be indirect, and could be mediated by environments that parents choose for their children, such as religious schools (Knafo, 2003). Indeed, one consistent finding is that religious and tradition values both show SE effects (Button, et al., 2011; Renner et al., 2012; Schermer, et al., 2008). The SE effect on tradition may be stronger than for most other values, as tradition values are more strongly tied to families' demographic background (i.e., environmental effects) and more observable in parents’ behavior (religiosity is usually related to religious practices such as attending religious ceremonies and observing religious holidays, and not to spirituality); this may account in part for the typical finding of higher similarity between parents and their children on tradition relative to other values (Knafo & Schwartz, 2009). Similarly, restrictive parenting measured in early childhood was found to show a positive correlation with conformity values and a negative correlation with self-direction values measured 26 years later (Kasser et al., 2002), suggesting that these values can be influenced by environmental factors (although genetic effects may also play a role through a gene-environment correlation).

The observed association between religiosity and values in children brings us closer to answering the question of whether values stem from being religious (values as consequence of religion), or whether certain values drive us towards religion (religion as consequence of values). The current study suggests that the first, values as consequence, might be true. Young children, as opposed to adults, have little control over their families’ religious status. Therefore, the fact that a family’s religious status is associated with a child’s values suggests that religion promotes higher
Conservation and lower Openness to change. Moreover, this suggests that the effects of religion are far-reaching, and may affect our behavior outside the scope of religious life, through fostering of specific values, that influence behavior in broader contexts.

It would be interesting in future research to see whether the early effects of religiosity on children's values are unique to the current, Jewish sample. For observant Jews, religious practice is a core component of everyday life, and religious demands are placed on children from a very young age, such as saying a prayer before every meal, accompanying parents to synagogue, refraining from using electricity on the Sabbath (e.g., watching television, turning on the lights, etc.), and observing dietary restrictions (e.g., a period of several hours must pass before eating dairy after consuming meat products). These restrictions are part of children's daily life. Thus, in observant families, religion is present all the time, and children who grow up in religious families are likely to be exposed to their parents' conservative values.

The second part of the study focused on parsing out the genetic and environmental effects on each of the values. Again, findings resembled those found in adults, with children’s Self-transcendence, Self-enhancement and Conservation values being affected moderately by genetic factors as well as non-shared environment and error (the magnitude of which is similar to what was found in previous research; e.g., Button, Stallings, Rhee, Corley, & Hewitt, 2011; Knafo & Spinath, 2011; Schermer et al., 2008; Waller, Kojetin, Bouchard, Lykken, & Tellegen, 1990), suggesting that a significant portion of the individual variance in children’s values can be attributed to genetic factors. Conversely, the best fitting model for Openness to change included only environmental effects, and genetic factors could not account for any of the variance in this value. Interestingly, the only value that was associated with the two environmental factors that were examined here (socioeconomic status and religiosity) was Openness to Change. This may suggest that Openness to change values, especially at this age, are affected by environmental factors whereas genetics and temperament come into play only later in life.
Importantly, the only other published genetic study of children's values (Knafo & Spinath, 2011) did find a genetic effect on the Openness-Conservation dimension (the two values were examined jointly), albeit with slightly older children (7-11 year olds). This apparent discrepancy might be explained by the different age groups examined in the two studies. SE effects tend to appear early and decrease with age (Knafo & Plomin, 2006; Knafo, Zahn-Waxler, Van Hulle, Robinson, & Rhee, 2008). Similarly, although DNA composition is determined at conception, genetic effects may change through life. As many studies show (Haworth, et al., 2009; Plomin, et al., 2008), the heritability of traits tends to increase with age. Thus, genetic effects on Openness may emerge later in life. One reason for SE becoming less influential is that, as children grow up, they become more independent and encounter increasingly diverse and differentiated environments, which lead them to develop differently. Indeed, children at the age of the current sample experience new stimuli constantly, but almost always it is done in a way that is controlled and directed by the environment – parents, teachers, or other adults. Children at this age have little opportunity to explore and think about the importance of controlling their own lives. As they grow into preadolescence and adolescence, it is possible that these become increasingly important, the environment becomes less restrictive and they are afforded more independence. Therefore, only then can they start to express their genetic inclinations. More generally, the increase in heritability may reflect a process in which children's genetically-influenced value-based behaviors initiate chains of environmental events, such as reactions from parents and peers. These are evocative gene-environment correlations, as peer/parent reactions are correlated with the child's genotype. These effects can then feed back towards children's own behavior, thereby increasing the observed relative importance of genetics to individual differences (Beam & Turkheimer, 2013; Knafo & Jaffee, 2013). For example, consider a child who is curious and open by nature, as she grows older she is freer to express behavior associated with Openness to change values. The environment (parents, teachers, peers, etc.) may respond by nurturing that curiosity thereby fostering these values.
Research often tends to interpret heritability estimates as reflecting a stable characteristic of the examined phenomenon. However, in order to fully understand the genetic and environmental etiologies of a phenomenon, one must examine it longitudinally throughout development, and future studies may benefit from such an endeavor. With regards to the current investigation of values, it is also important to note that each of the higher order values might follow a different developmental pattern, and be affected by genetics and environmental factors to a differing extent at different ages. Specifically, adolescence, as an important period for identity formation, may be a life period in which values are reconsidered, and research on the genetic and environmental factors involved in children’s values as they transition to adolescence is needed to bridge the prevalent conceptions of values as formed in adolescence with the current findings of genetically-influence values present in middle childhood.

**Limitations and Future Directions**

The current study focuses on value preference in 7-year-old twins. In order to better understand the developmental aspect, a longitudinal study of value development is in order. Previous studies of value heritability used questionnaire measures to assess values. Here, we used a measure of values that is based on children’s real-time decisions regarding what they see as important. Our sample size (384 children) could have been a problem for genetic research, because smaller sample sizes often make it harder to accurately estimate the effects that contribute to similarity between the twins (the relative contribution of genetics vs. shared environment). However, in the current study, for most higher-order values the correlation between MZ twins was much higher than the correlation between DZ twins, with no evidence for shared environment effects. Thus we had sufficient power to attribute the similarity between twins to genetic factors.

We did not have enough power to examine a ‘sex-limitation’ model, which allows an examination of the contribution of genetic and environmental factors to each gender separately. Based on the difference between boys and girls for Self-enhancement and Self-transcendence values, it would be worthwhile for future studies with larger sample sizes to examine this issue.
Another important avenue for future research would be to examine specifically how genes influence value priorities. The answers may come from two avenues of research. The first would be to investigate the role of specific genes in value priorities. For example, prosocial behavior (Israel et al. Lerer et al., 2008) and empathy (Uzefovsky et al., 2015) have been linked to the oxytocin-vasopressin system, which may have a role in the importance one attaches to the corresponding values of Self-transcendence. The second avenue of research would be to explore how temperament and personality may mediate the association between genes and values. Studies have consistently established the association between genes and personality dimensions (reviewed in Plomin, Caspi, Pervin, & John, 1999) as well as the association between personality and values (reviewed in Parks-Leduc, Feldman, & Bardi, 2015). These findings, together with the early emergence of temperament and personality traits (e.g., Rothbart, 1981) suggest that personality may mediate the association between genes and values, and these should be studied together at younger ages.

Having demonstrated that overall, the structure of values and their relationship with other variables is very similar for adulthood and middle childhood, our findings raise further important theoretical and empirical considerations. Values change in importance from middle childhood to adolescence (Cieciuch, Davidov, & Algesheimer, in press) and continue to develop and change throughout adolescence, and possibly beyond (Daniel, Dys, Buchmann, & Malti, in press). It is important to investigate value development across childhood and adolescence, and hopefully from a lifespan perspective too.

Future studies would benefit from examining what characterizes children’s values as opposed to the fully developed values held by adults. What happens before the age of 7? When do value concepts first start to develop? Moreover, how do these concepts develop and mature over time? Is it possible to measure more rudimentary forms of values as basic motivational goals in early childhood? And how do genetic and environmental factors work together to shape a child’s value profile? The current study fills a gap that exists regarding the understanding of the structure and function of values in younger children. Values are integral to our social decision making and
ultimately, social behavior. Hence, a greater understanding of how values develop and how this may be influenced by genes and environmental influences essentially provides a better understanding of the process by which children’s social world is shaped.
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**Table 1**

*Effects of Gender, Religiosity and Mother’s Education on Children’s Value Priorities*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Gender effect (N=394)</th>
<th>Religiosity effect (N=295)</th>
<th>Mothers’ education level (N=303)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male Mean (±SE)</td>
<td>Female Mean (±SE)</td>
<td>Religious Mean (±SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-enhancement</td>
<td>2.65 (±.05)</td>
<td>2.34 (±.05)</td>
<td>2.43 (±.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-transcendence</td>
<td>3.21 (±.04)</td>
<td>3.48 (±.03)</td>
<td>3.40 (±.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservatism</td>
<td>3.20 (±.03)</td>
<td>3.24 (±.03)</td>
<td>3.35 (±.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness to change</td>
<td>2.90 (±.03)</td>
<td>2.88 (±.03)</td>
<td>2.76 (±.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Analyses were conducted using Generalized Estimating Equations.
Table 2

*The composition of the sample by zygosity and gender*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MZ</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DZ-s</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* MZ = monozygotic, DZ-s = dizygotic, same-sex twins.
Table 3

Twin Correlations and Genetic/Environmental Influences on the Importance Given to Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th>Variance component estimates</th>
<th>Model fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Proportion [95% CIs]</td>
<td>indices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(estimate from the ACE model)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MZ twins</td>
<td>DZ twins</td>
<td>Genetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-enhancement</td>
<td>.45**</td>
<td>.28**</td>
<td>.47 [.29-.61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.33 [.00-.61]) (.11 [.00-.43])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-transcendence</td>
<td>.31*</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.29 [.07-.48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.29 [.00-.48]) (.00 [.00-.29])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td>.37**</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.31 [.11-.48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.31 [.00-.48]) (.00 [.00-.32])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness to change</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.00 [.00-.40]) (.19 [.00-.33])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. MZ = monozygotic, DZ = dizygotic, same-sex twins. *p<.05, **p<.01. Estimates from the full ACE model appear in parenthesis for the effect of Genetics, Shared environment and Non-shared environment. AIC= Akaike information criterion, calculated in comparison to the full ACE model. BIC= Bayesian information criterion. Controlling for gender did not alter the estimates in any meaningful way.
Figure 1. Theoretical and empirical structure of relations among the ten basic human values and the four higher order values. Values which are closer to each other are more compatible than values which are further apart (Schwartz, 1992, p. 14).
Figure 2. Exemplary items (pictures and labels) of the PBVS-C. Note: Value labels do not appear with the cartoons in the original measure and are given here for convenience only.
Figure 3. Multidimensional Scaling showing the structure of the PBVS-C items (each value was measured by two items). Stress 1 = 0.208. UN = Universalism, BE = Benevolence, TR = Tradition, CO = Conformity, SE = Security, PO = Power, AC = Achievement, HE = Hedonism, ST = Stimulation, SD = Self-Direction.